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The algebraic problem we will identify arose within algebraic topology in 
the course of the development of a transfer for homotopy theory. This 
transfer can be applied to the action of finite groups on topological spaces. 
More specifically, to each finite group G the theory associates, in a natural 
way, a distinguished element 8, in a subgroup TG of a direct product of 
free groups. In order to apply the transfer, one is first required to compute 
the order of the image of eG in the abelianization, Tzbb, of the subgroup T,. 
It is this order, possibly infinite, which we have labelled as being the 
“coherence number” of the group G. As we will show, T”,” is isomorphic to 
Z c(G) 0 Z21G’ - l, so the group Tgb is completely determined by the 
coherence number and order of G. 
At first it seemed plausible that this number was always equal to 1 and 
indeed it is not difficult to show that this is the case for all cyclic groups. 
One of the things that makes the study of coherence numbers so attractive 
is that it is very easy to describe how to go about finding upper bounds for 
the coherence number of a group. The description can be essentially given 
in terms of manipulating the rows of any multiplication table for 6. For 
example, it was immediately clear that the coherence number of Z, 9 Z2 
must divide two, but it proved remarkably difficult to build a “machine” 
that could detect that it was exactly two. The proof of this that we give 
below is a long calculation that culminates by showing that a certain 
24 x 29 matrix is inconsistent over Z. 
As we will show, there are some delicate connections between groups 
and their subgroups and their respective coherence numbers. Fortunately it 
is true that the coherence number of a subgroup divides the coherence 
number of the group, but the situation for quotient groups is more subtle. 
The best that we have done so far is to show that the coherence number 
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of the quotient of G by a normal subgroup H divides the product of the 
order of H and the coherence number of G. 
It is unknown in general whether the coherence number of a group is 
always finite. In general, it seems that it will be very large. For example, the 
coherence number of Z: divides 22k-k-’ and this is the smallest upper 
bound so far obtained. Preliminary calculations suggest hat the coherence 
number of the dihedral group of order 2n is equal to n. 
We should mention that the definition of coherence number we will give 
applies to any set of permutations on a finite set. This definition is 
specialized to groups by regarding the elements of the group as permuta- 
tions acting on the group by left (or right) multiplication. We show that if 
the coherence numbers of all the symmetric groups are finite then the 
coherence number is finite for any set of permutations on a finite set. 
Our definition of coherence number represents a further abstraction of 
the ideas explored in [Rl] and [R2]. In fact, the central theorem of [Rl] 
depends on noticing that a space with Lusternik-Schnirelmann category n 
has naturally associated with it a set of 2” permutations with coherence 
number of equal to 1. 
We begin now with the definition of the coherence number of a set of 
permutations. Our initial motivation for the label “coherence number” was 
that in some sense it was a measure of mutual “diffferences” among the 
permutations in the set, higher coherence numbers indicating more 
“dissimilar” permutations. Perhaps a better interpretation is that it is a 
measure of the extent to which permutations are “linked” together. 
DEFJNITION 1.0, Let S be any finite set and let A c P(S) be any subset 
of the set of permutations on S. Suppose that S= {si, . . . . s,> and A = 
b 1, . . . . on}. Let ri = (a,(~,), .. . . a,(s,)) and ci = (si, . . . . s,), for i= 1, 2, . . . . m 
be regarded as elements of F(SOn, the direct product of n copies of the free 
group on the set S. Let T be the subgroup of F(S)n generated by rl, . . . . rm 
and cr, . . . . c,,, and define 8 = ny! 1 ric,:’ E T. We have the projection 
A: T+ T/[ T, T], where [T, T] is the commutator subgroup of T. The 
coherence number of A is defined to be the order of A(e). We will denote 
this number, which is possibly co, by c(A). It is easily verified that c(A) is 
independent of the ways in which S and A are ordered. 
To make the definition of coherence number more transparent, we 
provide the following example. In this example, in preparation for our 
definition of the coherence number of a group, the reader may think of the 
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set S as being the underlying set of the group Z, and the set A c P(S) as 
the set of permutations obtained by letting Z, act on itself by translation. 
Specifically, for g E Z3 we regard g E P(Z,) by putting g(h) = g + h. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Our notation will be exactly as in 1.0. Let S= (0, 1,2‘j 
and take A = (CT,, c2, c3} c P(S), wh ere the permutations (TV are given by 
Following the recipe for the ri given in Definition 1.0, we obtain that r1 = 
(al(O), GAO), a,(O))= (0, 1,2), r2 = tolO), 02(1), 03(l))= (L&O), and 
r3 = (o,(2), c2(2), (r,(2)) = (2,0, 1). Also c1 = (0,O. 0), c2 = (1, 1, I), and 
c3 = (2, 2, 2). We will regard (0, 1, 2), (1, 2,0), (2,0, l), (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, l), 
and (2, 2, 2) as elements of F( (0, 1, 2})3, the direct product of three copies 
of the free group on the set {0, 1,2>, and will denote the subgroup they 
generate by T. The element 8 E T, referred to in Definition 1.0 is given by 
(0, 1,2)(0,0,0)-’ (1,2,0)(1, 1, 1)-l (LO, 1)(2,2,2)-” 
which simplifies to (e, 1 0-l 2 1-i 0 22’, e), where e is the identity element 
of F((O, 1, 2)). 
Now we must determine the order of the image of 8 in the abelianization 
of T. For A to have a finite coherence number it suffices to show that we 
can make a rearrangement to the factors of some power of 8 in such a way 
that the product in each component is the identity element of F( { 0, 1,2 ]i ). 
In the particular case of this example, there is a way to do this by just 
using one copy of 0. It is convenient in computations with coherence 
numbers to display such solutions in a tableau as follows: 
0 1 2 
2 2 2 - 
1 2 0 
1 1 1 - 
2 0 1 
0 0 0 -. 
The minus sign is used to indicate that the adjacent row is to be 
regarded as having each of its component entries inverted. Note that the 
product in each column is equal to the identity element, e, of the grouti 
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F( (0, 1,2}). This shows that the coherence number of this particular set of 
permutations is 1. 
If we think of the multiplication table for Z, as being 
0 1 2 
1 2 0 
2 0 1 
then the terms yi used in the previous example are just the rows of this mul- 
tiplication table regarded as elements of F( (0, 1,2 1)‘. From our definition 
of the coherence number of a group, given below, and from Theorem 1.3 it 
will follow that, at least as far as groups are concerned, one may always 
think of the ri in this way. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G be any finite group. We can regard G as a subset 
of P(G) by letting G act on itself on the left. Specifically, for g E G, we 
define EE P(G) by putting g(h) = g/z. The coherence number of 
{ gl g E G} s Z’(G) will be called the coherence number of the group G and 
will be denoted by c(G). 
We of course need to know that isomophic groups have identical 
coherence numbers. This is not entirely obvious since the “internal” 
structure of a group G is only indirectly captured by the group TG. 
THEOREM 1.3. If G and H are isomorphic finite groups then c(G) = c(H). 
ProoJ Let f: G + H be any isomorphism. Since the coherence number 
does not depend on how we order the elements of G or H we may as well 
assume that G={g, ,..., gll} and H= (h, ,..., h,) with f(g,)=h,. Let 
8~ P(G) be defined as in Definition 1.2. According to Definition 1.0 to 
show that c(G) = c(H), we must use the sets {g,, . . . . &} E P(G) and 
V i, . . . . &,} c P(H) to construct tJG E TG and 8, E TH and then show that 
n&e,) and 1J0,) have the same order. 
f induces an isomorphism y: F(G) + F(H) and hence an isomorphism 
Y x “: F(G)” + F(H)“. We will show that y x n maps TG isomorphically onto 
T, and furthermore that y ““(0,) = f3,, from which we conclude 
immediately that c(G) = c(H). 
To see the claim, consider a generator rf of TG. We have 
Y Xn(rG)=?i “‘z(S?l(g;)v -) Erz(gi)) 
= Y xn(gl gi3 ...Y grz gi) 
= (f(gl gih -3 f(g, gilI 
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= (h,(hJ, . ..) Ii, 
= ry. 
Similarly one shows that y xn(~y) = CF. From these two facts it now 
follows that y xn induces an isomophism from T, onto T, such that 
y x “(6,) = 8,. 
There is another natural way to define the coherence number of a group 
G. For any g f G, if we define 2 E P(G) by g(h) = hg, we obtain a different 
subset of P(G) than that used in Definition 1.2 and hence another possibly 
different coherence number for the group. The content of the next theorem 
is that these two numbers, which we temporarily denote by cL(G) and 
cR(G), are the same. Note that if we calculate the coherence number of G 
using cR(G) then the ri are just the rows of a multiplication table for 6. 
Because of this fact, we may think of calculating coherence numbers in 
terms of manipulating the rows of any multiplication table for 6. 
THEOREM 1.4. For arzy finite group (G,-), the right and kft coherence 
numbers are the same. 
Proof. Let (G, 0 ) be the opposite group of (G, . ); i.e., a 0 b is defined to 
be b.a. The map x-+x-’ is an isomorphism and hence c,(G, - ) = c,(G, i ‘I 
by Theorem 1.3. A routine check of Definition 1.0 then show that 
c,(G, 0 ) = cR(G,.). 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Example 1.1 shows that c(Z,)= 1. In fact the coherence 
number of any cyclic group is 1. The proof of this is given in Theorem 1.18. 
The following example gives a feeling for how torsion might arise in the 
group T/[ T, T] defined in Delinition 1.0. It is also important to the sequel. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Consider the group Z2 @Z2 with multiplication table 
00 01 to 11 
01 00 11 10 
10 11 00 01 
11 10 01 00 
The following tableau, in which each row of this mulitplication table is 
used exactly twice and each constant row is used exactly twice, shows that 
the coherence number of Z, @Z, divides 2. 
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The reader can easily check that the product in each column is the identity 
element of F(Z, 0 Z,). 
We have just shown that the coherence number of Z, 0 Z, divides 2. Let 
us briefly consider the issue of whether it is 1 or 2. A question somewhat 
related to this is whether or not a subgroup of a direct product of free 
groups can be written in some way as a direct product of free groups. If 
this were so it would follow that the abelianization of every subgroup of a 
direct product of free groups is free abelian. We would have an immediate 
counterexample to this if the coherence number of Z2 0 Z, were equal to 
2, since Tz,,,2 would then be a subgroup of a direct product of free 
groups whose abelianization contains an element of order 2. In fact, at the 
end of this paper, we will show that the coherence number is indeed 2, so 
we can answer the related question in the negative, as is apparently well 
known. 
Calculating bounds for coherence numbers in the manner of Example 1.5 
is tedious to say the least. Much of the following table was generated by 
James McCarron who wrote down explicit tableaux in which each column 
cancelled completely. Jim McCool of the University of Toronto, using 
elegant methods obtained bounds for all the 2-groups listed below. The 
author is proud of having done Z, @Z, by himself! 
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Group G c(G) divides 
Z*@Z, 2 
s3 3 
z,oz, 4 
z,ozzoz* 16 
4 4 
QS 4 
23 oz, 3 
D,O 5 
ZZOZ6 6 
D,, 6 
T 6 
‘44 ? 
Examination of the tableaux for the abelian groups in the previous table 
suggests that the following algorithm might compute the coherence num- 
bers for all finite abelian groups. 
Conjecture 1.7. Suppose that G is some finite abelian group. G can be 
written uniquely in the form @y= r Z, where ni 1 n,- r. Define a sequence of 
integers inductively as follows: 
ctl = n,, . . . . aj = ni(cri- L)2, . . . . cx,. 
Then we conjecture that c(G) = ~,/lGl. 
If this conjecture is true then the coherence numbers will in general be 
very large. For example the above algorithm gives 2’k-k-1 as the 
coherence number of the group Zt. 
THEOREM 1.8. If H is a subgroup of G with c(G) < co, then the coherence 
number of H divides the coherence number of G, i.e., c(H) ( c(G). 
Proof. Suppose that the elements of H are arranged so that H= 
ig 1, . . . . g,,,jC(g, ,..., g,, g,+r ,..., g,}=G. Construct @,ET~ and 
eG E To as in Definition 1.0. It is enough to construct a homomorphism 
p: T, -+ TN such that II, ap(8,) = A,(6),) because then p induces 
p: To/[ , ] -+ TH/[ , ] with p(l,(B,)) = A,(@,) and hence c(H) 1 c(G). 
p is defined as follows. Let f: G -+ H be the set map given by 
if g$H 
if gEH. 
f induces a homomorphism y: F(G) -+ F(H) and hence a homomorphism 
1’ xn: F(G)” + F(H)“. Let /I: F(H)” -+ F(H)” be the projection onto the first 
m factors of F(H)” and let p = p - y x ’ ( ‘rc. 
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We now show that p(T,) -c TH and that 1, op(B,) = A,(0,), which 
finishes the proof. Consider p(r’) when i Q m. We have 
B~r”“(r~)=~~yXn(~l(gi), -, gn(gi) 
= 8 ’ (81 . gi, -3 gm .gi, l, .-.3 l) 
= (Sl ’ gi3 ...3 &Trn ’ gi) 
=r;. 
If i > m, then /3 o 7 x”(rF) = (1, 1, . . . . 1) since none of the components of ry 
will be in H. Similarly PoyXn(c~)=c~ if i<m and Po~~““(c~)=(l, 1, . . . . 1) 
if i>m. Since 8, =flr=i riclT1, it is clear from the above that ~(0,) = eH, 
since the terms ricI:’ will all cancel for i > m. 
DEFINITION 1.9. If A c P(S), we will sometimes write c,(A) instead of 
c(A) to make explicit the fact that the coherence number of A was obtained 
by regarding A as a subset of P(S). 
The following is an easy consequence of Definition 1.0. 
THEOREM 1.10. If A CE B&P(S) with c,(B) < co then c,(A)1 c,(B). 
If Gc P(S) with G a subgroup of P(S) then we have the coherence 
numbers c,(G) as\ in Definition 1.0 and c,(G) as in Definition 1.2. It is 
natural to ask what the relationship is between these two numbers. The 
following theorem gives a bound for c,(G) in terms of cJG). 
THEOREM 1.11. If G c P(S) with G a subgroup and cJG) < CO then 
c,(G) I El GAG). 
ProoJ: Let S = {si, . . . . s,> and suppose that G = (gi, . . . . en > c P(S). 
Let (6i, . . . . 6,} 5 P(G) be the subgroup of P(G) obtained by letting G act 
on itself by left multiplication as in Definition 1.2. 
From the subsets G c P(S) and { 6i, . . . . cn> c P(G) there are two sets of 
data that arise in Definition 1.0. First, we have ry = (5r(oi), . . . . aJo,)} and 
cp = (q, . ..) ci} in F(G)” for i = 1, . . . . n, and second, rf = (a,(.~~), . . . . o,(.si)) 
and cf = {.si, .. . . sj} in F(S)n for j = 1, . . . . m. We can form 8, E T, and 
8, E T, and we have the maps 1,: T, + T,J[ , ] and A,: T, -+ T,/[ , 1. 
Define a map of sets, f: G + F(S), by f(o) = l-I,“_ i o(si). This extends 
uniquely to a homomorphism y: F(G) + F(S) and hence to a 
homomorphism y x ‘? F(G)” + F(S)“. We claim that y x n induces a 
homomorphism from TG to Ts and also that II, oy ““(0,) = JG( AJO,), 
which proves the theorem. 
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To see the claim consider 
= n (01 ’ CJ<(Sj), ..., On . Oi(Sj)). 
j=l 
We have that oi(sj) US, for some bijection C(~ so, continuing, our 
previous line becomes 
fi ((il(s~i~i~)~ -7 on(SmiCjb)) = iii rZi (A. 
j=l j= 1 
Similarly we have y ““(~7) = JJjm= r cECj,. It follows that 1’ xn restricts to a 
map from TG into T,. Now consider 
a,~y”“(e,)=a,@y”” ( fi rf;(cp,‘) 
i=l 
= fi ~,((y”n(rG)).(l,x”(cG))~l) 
i=l 
= ii &de,) 
i=l 
= IGI as(es) since il= !Gi. 
THEOREM 1.12. If H is normal in G then c(G/H) I I HI c(G). 
Proof. Suppose IGJ =n. Let H= (h,, . . ..A.) and suppose G/H= 
(a, H, . . . . a,H) for some a, E G and let [ai] = a,H. Suppose G = (gl, . . . . g,) 
and that we write the elements of G in order as (gl, . . . . g,) = (a,h,, . . . . a,hl, 
a,h,, . . . . a,hz, ulh,, . . . . a, h,). As usual, for any g E G, we regard S E P(G) by 
letting G act on itself on the left and similarly for the group G/H. Let 7~: 
G -+ G/H be the projection and let y: F(G) -+ F(G/H) be the induced map 
which in turn induces y xn: F(G)n + F(G/H)“. Let p: F(G/H)” + F(G/H)” 
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be the projection onto the first s factors and let fi = p oy xn: 
F(G)” -+ F(G/H)“. 
We claim first that p induces a homomorphism from TG into TGIH and 
second that n(fi(0,)) = IH( 1(0,,) which gives the result. 
To see the first claim consider 
P(rG) = P”Y ““Gl(g,)~ ..‘Y krk,)) 
= (CaIl(a(gi))9 *..3 Casl(7c(gi))) 
i yi”‘” for some jE { 1, . . . . s}. 
Similarly B(cG) = ck G/H for some k E (1, . . . . s j. This proves the first claim. 
To see the second claim note that as i runs from 1 to n, n(gi) runs through 
each [a,] precisely IHI times and hence p(rF) and b(cG) will run through 
each rGIH and cGiH precisely jH( times. 
J J 
For A 5 P(S) let Tib denote the abelianization of the group TA defined 
in Definition 1.0. In Theorem 1.15 we will show that T”,” has a free abelian 
group as a direct summand. We will also show that if G is a group then 
Tkb is a direct sum of a free abelian group of rank 2 (G( - 1 and a cyclic 
group of order equal to c(G). We first define the rank of A, where A is 
some set of permutations on a set S, and give some of its properties. 
DEFINITION 1.13. Let A s P(S) and let y: F(S) -+ Z(S) be the abeliniza- 
tion map. y induces a map y xn: F(S)lA’ + Z(S)‘“’ and hence a map 
p: T”, -+ Z(S) IAl We define the rank of A, rk(A), to be the rank of the ,
image of p. 
As usual, in what follows, 2 will denote the abelianization map. 
THEOREM 1.14. (i) IfA &P(S) then ISJ <rk(S)( <2 (S( - 1. 
(ii) If G is a group and we regard GE P(G) as in Definition 1.2 then 
r(G) = 2 IG( - 1. 
ProoJ: In what follows we will assume that S= {sr , .,., sm>. 
(i) Let A = {pi, . . . . o,}. Form T”A” as in Definition 1.0. Anything 
in the image of p: T”A” + Z(S)” will be of the form x.‘“=, aipol(ri) + 
Xi”= 1 bjp 0 n(c,)> with ai, bj E Z. Since ci = (sI, . . . . sj) it is clear that 
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(p(cj)}im_r is linearly independent in Z(S)n so that rk(A)> ISI. Also, we 
have that the set (poA(r,)}~= 1 u {p 0 A(cj)}JYl 1 generates the image of p. 
Since x7= 1 p 0 A(ri) -C,“= I p 0 J(c,) = 0, it follows that rk(A) < 2 IS] - 1. 
(ii) Consider x = Ciz”=‘, aipol(ri) - Clzl bjp 0 d(c,) E Z(G)lG’. We 
claim that x = 0 implies ai + bj = 0 for all i and j. To see this fix some j. 
Now cj = (gj, . . . . gj) and gj occurs in precisely one coordinate of rI and not 
in that same coordinate in any other ri. This shows that a, + bj = 0, 
Similarly aj + bi =0 for all i and j. Now if b,,, =0 and x =0 then 
ai = bj =0 for all i and j which shows that (p(r,))~~, u (p(cj))ic_‘;’ is a 
linearly independent set. Hence rk(G) B 2 jG( - 1 which combined with 
part (i) immediately gives that rk( G) = 2 1GI - 1. 
THEOREM 1.15. Let GcP(G) as in Definition 1.2 and let p be as in 
Definition 1.13. Then the kernel of p is generated by A(@,). 
Proof. Any element of Tgb can be written in the form 
C/z1 a,A(r,) +zJz, bjA(cj). To say that this element is in the kernel of p 
means that C\z, a,p 0 A(r,) + Cjyl bjp 0 A(c,) = 0 in Z(S)“‘. However, we 
have shown in part (ii) of Theorem 1.14 that this implies that ai + bi = 0 
for all i and j. This implies that our element in the kernel of p must be of 
the form n(Ciy L A(ri) - I,!:, A( c,)), for some integer n, and this last sum 
is precisely nn( (3,). 
COROLLARY 1.16. If G E P(G) as in Definition 1.2 then T”,” is isomorphic 
to Z+-) @ Z21G’ ~ I. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.15 and the fact that 
the image of p is a free abelian group. 
There is some evidence to suggest hat what we should really be studying 
is the homology and cohomology of the group TG. If G is finite, then we 
have a nice description of the first homology group of T,: namely, that 
HI(TG) = T”,” = Zc(G) 0 Z21Gip1. See [Ro], for example, for details on the 
basics of group homology and cohomology. 
The coherence number of any finite cyclic group turns out to be 1. The 
proof will follow easily from the following lemma whose proof is left to the 
reader. 
LEMMA 1.17. For any [k] E Z, = (CO), [l], . . . . [n - i]> the product 
[k][n-l]-l [k+l][n-2]-‘...[k+n-l][O]-’ is 1 in F(ZJ. 
THEOREM 1.18. c(Z,)= 1. 
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ProoJ By Definitions 1.0 and 1.2 we have 
ri=([i], [i+ 11, [i+2], . . . . [i+n-l]EF(Z,)” 
and 
cj = ([i], [i], . ..) [i]) E F(ZJ. 
It suffices to show that some rearrangement of the factors of 
f3= n;:i ricil EF(Z,)” is equal to 1. Consider the rearrangement 
rOc;J r r1 ~;;_1~r~c;!~ . . . rn _ ic;’ E F(Z,)“. A typical coordinate of this 
productis [k][n-l]-‘[k+l][n-2]-‘...[k+n-l][O]-’~F(Z,)for 
some k E (0, 1, . . . . IZ - 1 }. But this product is 1 by Lemma 1.17. 
Up to this point we have not shown that the coherence number of a 
group can be different from one. Of course, if we find one group with 
coherence number different from one then we have found a family of them 
by Theorem 1.8. The fact that the coherence number of a group is not 
always one is surprisingly hard to demonstrate. Let us consider briefly why 
we might expect this to be so. We will follow the notation of Delintion 1.0. 
The set A = {x E TG 1 A(d,) = l(x)} contains elements of arbitrarily longth 
when considered as products of the generators of TG. Showing, in a par- 
ticular case, that the coherence number is different from 1 amounts to 
proving that for norze of these arbitrarily long x is it true that the product 
in every cootdinate is the identity element of F(G). Proving this demands 
a “global” view of the problem and accounts for some of the complexity in 
the demonstration that follows. It may be hoped that better methods will 
soon be found. 
THEOREM 1.19. c(Z, @Z,) = 2. 
As we have seen it is quite easy to show that c(Z, @Z,) divides 2; the 
hard thing is to show that c(Z, 0 Z,) # 1. The idea in our proof of this is 
not to calculate directly in Tzzezz but rather to work in a homomorphic 
image of this group which has been so chosen as to keep track of how often 
certain elements are “pushed” past one another. After much experimenta- 
tion we found that the following group was rich enough to “hold” the 
problem and simple enough to handle computations: 
W= (a, b, cjc=aba-lb-‘, ac=ca, bc=cb). 
The following tedious commutator calculation is cheerfully left to the 
reader. 
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LEMMA 1.20. For all xl7 yl, x2, y2 E Z and 01, /? E { - 1, 1 } the following 
relations hold in W: 
[(axl~Yl)a, (a”2p)“] = (+%w- I’m). 
From now on it will be notationally convenient o regard Z, @ Z, as the 
set {e r, e2, e3, e4 > with multiplication table given by 
+ el e2 e3 e4 
el el e2 e3 e4 
e2 e2 ei e4 e3 
e3 e3 e4 el e2 
e4 e4 e3 e2 el 
Applying Definition 1.2 we see that or = (e,, e2, e3, e4), r2 = (e,, e,, e4, e3), 
r3=(e3,e4,e 1, e2), r4 = (~74, e3, e,, e,), and ci= teit ej, ei, ei)- 
As mentioned previously we will now begin to construct a homomorphic 
image of Tzzmz2 which captures enough of its structure to allow us to 
detect that A(0 z20 z2) # 1. Write a typical element s of (Z x Z)” in the 
form ((x,, or), (x,, y2), (x3, I)~), (x4, y4)) and on generators define 
~:F(GG=,bL,zxz,4 W by y(e,)(s)=a”V”. Let K be the image of 
T ZZBZ? under the homomorphism y x4: F(Z, 0 Z,)4 -+ (n,, Czx zj4 tV)4, 
so that yx4 induces an epimorphism $1 TzzBzz -+ K. Let p’: 
G-I re(ZxZ)” W)4 -+ n,, Cz x z+ W for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 be the projection onto the 
ith factor and let II/‘= pi 1 K 0 $, For any s E (Z x Z)4 we have the projection 
n SE(ZXZ)4 W -+ W and hence a map $ f : TZ2@ z2 -+ W which is the com- 
posite of first projecting onto the ith factor and then projecting onto the 
sth factor. 
We wish to show that e(6 z,ez,) $ [K, K], the commutator subgroup of 
K. If this were true, it would follow immediately that 8, has non- 
trivial image in Tacb. Let o=~~cq~r~c;~r~c;~r~c~~~ To show that 
tit0 z2Bz2)6 [K, K] it suffices to show that @(cc)@ [K, KJ since ozzBzz and 
w differ only by commutators. We have chosen to work with this element 
instead of B,,ezz because it is especially easy to determine the image of w 
in W, as the following lemma shows. 
LEMMA 1.21. Ifs= ((xl, ul), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, .Y~))E(Z x Z)4 then 
*f(o) = 1 if i=1,3or4 
and 
$f(w) = c Yl(X2 - x4) + YZ(X3 - 1,) +4.3(x4-52) + Y&XI -x3) if i=2. 
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ProoJ After multiplying in each of the four coordinates, we obtain w = 
rr~q’r~c;~~~c;r 4c;i= (1, e2e41ele31e4e;‘e3er’, 1, 1) which verifies 
the cases where i # 2. Now consider 
$f(o) = ax2p2(a-x4p) - 1 axlbYl(ambY3)- 1 
. ax4bY4(ax2bY2)- 1 a”lp’3(a”‘bY’)- 1 
=a b X2 Yz - Yd a XI - “abY - Y3aW - “3b Y4 - Y2aX3 - “2bY3 - Yla -Xl 
From Lemma 1.20 we have b”‘a” = anbmcpmn for all m, z E Z. Applying 
this to push the b’s to the right of the a’s we see that @t(o) is the following 
power of c: 
-(vz - Y4)Cbl -x4) + (x4 -x3) + 6% -x2)1 
- (Vl - Y3)C(X4 -  + (x3 - %)I - (Y4 - VZKX, -4 
= Ylh -x4)+ YAX, -x1)+ Y,(X, -4 + Y,(Xl -x3). 
It will be notationally convenient from now on to define a, = rr, a2 = r2, 
a3 = r3, a4 = r4, a, = c,, a6 = c2, a, = c3 and a, = c4. 
LEMMA 1.22. [K, K] is abelian and generated by t+h( [ai, aj]) for i < j. 
ProoJ This is immediate from Lemma 1.20 and the fact that c is in the 
center of W. 
Note that [K, K] is generated by (i) = 28 commutators. One of the 
reasons the group W was selected is that it forces $( [a:, a!]) = 
4HCaiy ailYp whenever CL, fi E { - 1, 1). This fact greatly reduces the number 
of commutators in our generating set and makes the computation we are 
about to do tractable. 
Writing [K, K] additively, the plan of our proof is simply to show that 
there do not exist ai,j E Z with $(o) =Ci<jtli,j$([ai, ai]). 
Suppose that s= ((x,, vr), (x,, y2), (x3, y3), (x,, y4)). If we restrict our 
attention solely to the s coordinate in each of the four coordinates of 
U-I se(ZxZ)4 W)“, then the image of the commutator [a,, aJ under the 
homomorphism J/ is given by 
($,1(Cal, a2lh +,‘(I al, ad), ~,3(CaI~ a21)T $,4(Ca,, 41)) 
= (c XlY2 - YlX2 ,C XZJ’l - YZ-Xl ) pP4 - Y3X4, cx4Y3 - Y4”). 
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It will be notationally convenient to describe the above equality by 
writing simply 
(1, 2) = (s, J’l - J’l-X?, X2J’l - Y2X1, X3Y4 - Y!X,, X44’3 - Y4X3) 
Continuing we have 
(1,3)=(Xly3 -y1X3,X2.1?4-~‘2X4,X3yl -ylX3,X4y2 --V4S2j 
(1,4)=(X~Y4-~‘1~~4,X2L.3-~‘2X3,X3y2-y3X2,X4)’l -f4Xl) 
(1,5)=( 0, XZYl - 1’2x1, X3)‘l - YjXI, X4Yl - y,x,) 
(196) = (-‘cl Y2 - y,x,, 0, X3 y2 - y3X2, x4 y2 - y4x2) 
(1,7)=(~~,1!3-~~,x,,~~,y,-yy,x3, 0, X4 Y3 - Y4X3) 
(1,8)=(x,)‘4-y,-~,,x,y,-y2x4,~~3y4-y3?c4, 0 ) 
(2,3)=(X2)‘3-y2X3,Xly4- ‘lx49 x4yl - 1’4x1, X3)12 - y3X2) 
t2, 4, = tx2y4 - y2X4, -xl y, - yIX3, X4y2 - y4X2, X3 y, - )‘+-I) 
c&5)= b2Yl - Y2X1, 0, X4Yl -Y4X1, X32’1 - J’3X1) 
C&6)=( 0, x1 y2 - YlX2, X4 y2 - y4x2, X3Y2 - Y3X2) 
(2,7)=(X2~‘3-?‘2X3,?cly3-ylX3,X43’3-yq-Y3, 0 ) 
c&8) = ( X2 y4 - Y2X4, x, y4 - YlX4, 0, X3 1’4 - 413X4) 
(374) = ( X3 y4 - Y3X4, X4Y3 - Y4X3, Xl y, - YlX2, X2 3~1 - y:zx,) 
(3,5!=(x,y, -Y,X,, X,Yl --4x,, 0, x2 y; - y,x,) 
(39 6)~ ((X3 y2 - y3X2, X4y2 - y4X2, Xl J12 - 111x2, 0 j 
(3,7)=( 0, X4 Y3 - Y4X3, x, f’3 - Y*X,, x2 y3 - )‘2X3) 
(3,8)=(-~3Y4-y3X4, 0, Xl y4 - YlX49 X2 J’4 - Y2X‘d 
t4, 5)=(x44’l -4’4Xl,X3)‘1 -ylX3,X2yl --2X,, 0 ) 
t4? 6) = (X4 y2 - y4x2, X3 y, - y3X2, 0, Xl 4’2 - YlX2) 
(477) = (X4 y3 - Y4X3, 0, X2 y3 - Y2X3, Xl Y3 - Y1X3) 
(4,8)= ( 0, X3 y, - y3-~4, “2y4 - yZx4, XI y4 - y,x,) 
(5,6) = (x, y2 - ylx2, x, yz - ylx2, xl y2 - ylx2, xl y2 - ylx2) 
(59 7) = (Xl Y3 - YlX,, Xl y, - YlX,, Xl y3 - YlX3> Xl y, - YlX3) 
(5, 8) = (x1 ~14 - Y,-x~ 3 Xl 2’4 - 4’1X4, XI y4 - YlX,, Xl y, - Y,X,) 
(697) = (x2 y3 - y2x3 , x2 y3 - yZx3. mx2 y3 - y2X3, X2 )‘3 - 4’2x3 ) 
(678) = (X2 y4 - y,X,, X2 y4 - y2X4, X2 y4 - y2X4, X2 y4 - y2X4) 
(798) = (~3 y4 - ~3x4, X3 y4 - 4’3x4, X3 y, - y3x4, x3 414 - ~~3x4). 
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Now by way of obtaining a contradiction, suppose that $(o) = 
zj<k ~.,k 
LX. $( [aj, a,]). Then for all i= 1, 2, 3, 4 and SE (Z x Z)” we must 
have $:(“)=~j<k J,k s 01. I++~( [aj, a,]). Consider the case where i = 1 so we 
will be considering only the first column of the list of quadruples of com- 
mutators given above. Let us choose s so that all terms of the form 
f (x1 11~ - y1x2) become equal to + 1 and all other terms become equal to 
0. This is easily achieved by choosing x, = y, = 1 and all other xi and yi 
equal to zero, or in other words choose s= ((1, 0), (0, l), (0, 0), (0,O)). 
From our previous calculations, we have that $i([aI, a?]) = 
IGls’(C% l,=ac u5, a,]) = c and ti,‘( [a,, aSI) = -c with all other terms 
zero. By Lemma 1.21, $i(o)=O, so we have O=a,,2c+a,,,c-~a,,5c+ 
E~,~c or (c1,,* + aI,6 - 62,5 + E~,~)c =0. Since c has infinite order in W this 
forces x1,2 + c11,6 - x2, j + CL~,~ = 0. 
Continuing in this way we generate 24 equations in the 28 unknowns 
u,~,~. The complete list follows, arranged by the sets of equations obtained 
by considering each coordinate i= 1, 2, 3, 4 in turn: 
I i= I 
al,2 + c11,6 - %,5 + %,6 = o 
El.3 + al,7 - x3.5 f x5,7 = 0 
011,4 +al,8 -a4,5 +%v,8 =O 
M2,3 + c12,7 - c13,6 + a6,7 = o 
c12,4 +c12,8 -a4,6 +c16,X =O 
c13,4 +a3,8 -a4,7 +a7,8 =O 
El i=2 
a1.2 + %.5 - c12,6 - ki.6 - -1 
a1,3 +a1,8 -c13,6 +c16,S =O 
a1,4 +ml,7 -c14,6 +c16,7 = -I 
a2,3 + a2,8 -c14,6 + c16,7 - -1 
a2,4 + ak7 - a4,5 + a5,7 = 0 
a3,4 +@-3.7 -a4,8 -cL7,8 = 1 
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I i=3 
cll,2 +a1,8 -c12,7 +c(7,8 =O 
aI.3 + a1.5 - N3.7 - ES,7 = 0 
c(1,4 -tal,6 -c(4.7 -cL6.7 =O 
c12,3 + %,S - a3,8 - c15,8 = o 
c12.4 + c(2.6 - a4.8 - a6,8 = o 
c13,4 + c13,6 - c(4.S + %,6 = o 
El 
i=4 
a1,2 +c11,7 -c12,8 -a7,8 =O 
c(1,3 + c11.6 - M3,8 - c16,8 - -0 
cc1,4 +%,S -c14,8 -c1S,8 =O 
a2.3 + c12,6 - c13,7 - c16,7 = o 
c12,4 + c12,S - c14,7 - xS.7 = o 
a3.4 + c(3,S - h.6 - c(S,6 = O. 
This is a system of 24 equations in 28 unknowns. The augmented matrix 
is 24 x 29. The row reduction of this augmented matrix has been done both 
by hand and by computer. One of these row reductions is given in the 
Appendix. There is one, and as it happens only one, interesting row, 
namely 
[O, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 4, -4, -21. 
This says that 4a,,, -4a,,* +4x,,, = -2. Since the variables must be 
integers, there is no solution and we have our contradiction. Note that we 
have already shown that the coherence number divides 2 which implies 
that if the entries in the constants column are doubled there must be a 
solution. This is clearly seen in the above equation which becomes 
4a 6,7 -4u,,, +4&7,, = -4. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS 
Since the situation of groups acting on finite sets arises frequently in. 
many diverse areas of mathematics, it is conceivable that the theory we 
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have begun to develop here may have wide application. For example, we 
can associate a coherence number with the action of a subgroup on its 
ambient group and another coherence number with the action of a group 
by inner automorphism on any of its normal subgroups. These are just two 
of many possible examples from group theory that deserve investigation. 
Perhaps the most important open question arising herein is whether or 
not the coherence number of a finite group is always finite. A natural guess 
would be that it always divides lG1 ICI or perhaps even JGl !. It may be 
possible to find a proof by connecting up the homology and cohomology 
of TG and G in some way. 
Note that although the definition of the coherence number of G requires 
that G be finite, it is not necessary that G be finite in order to define TG, 
although for topological groups one should undoubtedly replace TG by 
some “continuous” analogue in order to obtain something worhtwhile. 
There is an obvious candidate currently under investigation which replaces 
the ci by -all the continuous maps that are homotopic to a constant map 
and replaces all the ri by all the maps homotopic to an element in the set 
of permutations and then topologizes TA in a natural way. This generalizes 
the finite case and extends the definition to arbitrary sets of 
homeomorphisms on a topological space X. It is hoped that the study of 
the homology and cohomology of the classifying space of TA will generate 
some interesting connections with representation theory. 
Finally, if G acts on a space X then so does TG. It may be interesting to 
reformulate the cohomological study of transformation groups by replacing 
the action of G by TG in the definitions given in [H], for example. 
APPENDIX: COHERENCE NUMBER OF Z, 0 Z, EQUALS 2 
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